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Little Treasures
“Little Treasures”: an international art exhibition that took a whiff of foreign air,
healthy and invigorating, to the De’ Marchi Gallery. From 8 to 22 May, with
Paola Trevisan as its curator, the art space in via De' Marchi will host small
works, twenty by twenty centimetres (or eight by eight inches), by foreign
artists, many from Europe but also from faraway countries like Australia, New
Zealand, United States, Canada, Mexico and Israel with an abstract and
informal quality about them.
Some mix signs and forms belonging to the figurative with colours, but this
exhibition’s main feature (the Vernissage, which was attended by most of the
authors, was a real success) is that it puts forth subjects related to the soul
and interiority, well recognizable through and past the limits of sigs. From the
most accurate geometries to the explosive recklessness of chromatic
passion, the mirror of any deep feelings, visitors of “Little Treasures” won’t fail
to get impressed by the impact of these little paintings. Powerful, careful
works, each following its own style – the fruit of far from random research and
study – are ordered into groups of four, based on sense and harmony criteria.
In fact, all the exhibitors have relevant artistic backgrounds, featuring
important experiences in the field.
The measure is not the limit; on the contrary, so it happens that, within a
reduced surface, a lot of talent concentrates, with the force of a dream, of
pain, of waiting. The high quality of the works, made with different techniques
and materials, raises a real interest in each artist’s individual research, which
we hope to get to know better in the near future. For the time being, this
ample and articulated taste of their work is welcome and enough to give us a
glimpse – as the curator writes in the catalogue’s introduction – “of the
spiritual and magical sphere in our existence”.
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